
Expert Exchange Sustainability -
be prepared for a sustainable future

Responsible Supply Chain Management around the globe
With the cooperation of EAC International Consulting and ConClimate you receive 
cumulative expertise in the transition to a responsible footprint in Asia accompanied by 
a comprehensive digital sustainability management. We support you holistically and 
competently to a sustainable future. 



As the business model and investment planning of more and more companies is shaped by the topic of
sustainability, we have merged our experience into a valuable knowledge portfolio. The cooperation of EAC
International Consulting and ConClimate represents an optimal fusion of many years of consulting
experience with local teams in Asia and extensive knowhow in the field of sustainability. Benefit from
current and first-hand insights into changes in the regulatory environment and experience in supply chain
management in China and India (EAC) and the support of a software-based digital sustainability
management customized for your needs (ConClimate). We provide you with competent support in the areas
of climate management, holistic CSR consulting and digital sustainability management.

By asking current questions regarding your sustainability targets, we would like to provide the basis for the
right approach including a flexible adaption to the needs of your company with targets such as CO2-
Footprint, ESG-Monitoring and Supply Chain Management.

Current Questions on your Sustainability Targets 

ESG STRATEGY / KPIs / SUPPLY CHAIN RESILIENCE

Does your company have a consistent global ESG strategy? 

Have you adapted to evolving stakeholder interests?

Can you present your stakeholders a compelling transformation path? 

Is your sustainability report comprehensive? Does it contain all relevant KPIs in order to attract investors? 

Is your supply chain resilient against upcoming regulations & other risks? 

EU TAXONOMY / CSR REPORTING / EMPLOYEES FITNESS CHECK / FINANCIAL POTS

Is your company prepared for the EU taxonomy and the new CSR reporting obligations in 2023? 

Is your sustainability infrastructure/process powerful and efficient enough? 

Do you know your key performance indicators to be able to make constantly solid sustainability decisions?

Can your employees efficiently evaluate the complex and large amount of sustainability data? Are your 
employees fit to implement sustainability? 

Do you plan to take advantage of sustainable financial pots? 

Solutions for your digital Sustainability Management 
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SINGLE SOURCE OF TRUTH COLLABORATIVE STRUCTURE

Substain® - an innovative software to meet your
sustainability needs

Sustainability and digitalisation are currently the two major topics of our time - if both are linked, great
entrepreneurial opportunities arise. For this reason, ConClimate has combined both fields in its own
software solution Substain® for a professional and digital sustainability management.

Substain® is a software-as-a-service solution that covers virtually all scenarios of modern sustainability
management and adapts flexibly to the needs of companies. All data from the area of sustainability/ CSR
and ESG are stored centrally and can be linked with multiple evaluation scenarios. These include carbon
footprints, Life-Cycle-Analyses, GRI-Reportings, Supply Chain Assessments and company specific reporting
schemes!

The software is based on six clear principles

SINGLE INPUT, MULTIPLE OUTPUTS USER-CENTERED DESIGN

DO NOT REPEAT YOURSELF CUSTOMIZATION THROUGH 
CONFIGURATION

According to the SSOT principle, data
should be available in only one version at a 
central location. 

Due to the collaborative structure of the
software, users worldwide work as a team
on joint projects.

According to the SIMO principle, data
should be evaluated simultaneously
according to various criteria

Software that requires a manual is bad
software. Therefore, we have defined all 
processes in a user-friendly way.

Redundant processes are inefficient and
increase errors,  therefore the software is
based on the DRY-principle.

Software should adapt to the company. 
Therefore, practically all areas of the
software can be individually configured.
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ConClimate

Dr. Christian Reisinger 

Managing Director
ConClimate GmbH

Fabian Kauer

Head of Corporate 
Development

Franziska Fischer

Business Development 
Consultant

Expert Dialogue – talk directly to our taskforce

EAC Consulting

Dr. Christoph Schneider

Senior Consultant
EAC Munich
Doctor of Engineering,
dissertation at Karlsruhe
Institute of Technology (KIT),
expert for sustainable
production of chemical
energy carriers.

Dr. Jenny Li

Consultant 
EAC Shanghai

Dr. Rajesh Raut

Senior Consultant
EAC Mumbai

Do these issues sound familiar to you? This is exactly where our exclusive Expert Dialogue comes in: Our
knowhow taskforce can discuss with your leadership and responsible decission makers the relevant
implications for your corporate strategy in a first exchange. We will provide a first indication for possible
solutions after a comprehensive screening of your current setup.

Contact our experts directly to discuss your goals and ideas

Contact us if you want to find out more about Substain®

Doctor of Philosophy,
dissertation at The Hong
Kong University of Science
and Technology (HKUST),
expert for energy
consumption evaluation and
sustainability.

Doctor of Philosophy,
dissertation at the Macquarie
University, Sydney, expert for
ESG and sustainability
strategy and renewable
energy (biochemicals)

Ph.D in Economics and Social
Sciences at the Bremen
International Graduate School
of Social Sciences, 10+ years
experience in sustainability
consulting, expert for digital
sustainability management
and strategy.
.

Master of Business
Administration (MBA) at
Graduate School of Business,
Cape Town, South Africa 10+
years experience in
corporate strategy,
sustainability & stakeholder
management.
.

Master in Economics and
Philosophy at University
Bayreuth, expert for
sustainability regulation and
knowledge management.
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ConClimate GmbH
Schatzbogen 39 
81829 München
Germany
E-Mail: info@conclimate.de
Tel.: +49 (0) 89 420490-812

www.conclimate.de

EAC- Euro Asia Consulting PartG 
Widenmayerstr. 29 
80538 München
Germany
E-Mail: eac-muc@eac-consulting.de
Tel.: +49 (0) 89 92 29 93-0

www.eac-consulting.de
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